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Function
The LD 120 (Laptop Dock) is a high quality all-in-one acoustic 
speaker designed for computers and wireless devices.

Description - How to use
This universal speaker enables the convergence of traditional Hi-
Fi and new digital medias. One plug is all you need to connect 
the LD and enjoy high quality, immersive, and powerful sound 
reproduction thanks to La Boite concept’s Wide Sound patented 
system loudspeakers.

r&D
The LD 120 was the first product in the LD range. Yvon Maurel, an 
acoustic engineer PhD and La Boite concept’s Technical Director, 
developed special loudspeakers for this project. This speaker is the 
result of 2 years of R&D during which each technical element was 
designed exclusively for this model.

DesiGn
Timothée Cagniard, co-founder of La Boite concept, with the help 
of Thierry Cagniard, designed the LD 120. Timothée used all the 
family’s knowledge of traditional Hi-Fi together with his observation 
of how it is used today in order to anticipate the needs of tomorrow.

tecHnical Description 
The LD 120 is a top quality coherent system, developed in-house 
from A to Z without any compromises to get the best possible alliance 
of acoustics and electronics.
Simply place your computer on its leather surface and enjoy high 
definition music. The LD 120 has an integral USB converter (Atoll 24 
bit DAC) which acts as an external sound card so you are no longer 
dependant on your computer’s quality. You can also connect your 
wireless devices (tablets, smartphones…) to the LD thanks to the latest 
Bluetooth® technology (4.0, apt-X codec). 

tecHnical DatasHeet
Description : Active speaker with an Atoll Burr-Brown® DAC (24 
bits) input, with Mini-Jack, RCA inputs.
HD Wireless Music Kit: Bluetooth® 4.0 apt-X. 
18cm trapdoor with a 220v Power Socket 
power : 120 watts RMS 8 ohms (class AB, 2x25 watts + 1x70 watts)
components : Exclusive La Boite concept speakers.
- 2 x 2.5cm silk dome tweeters
- 2 x 10cm aluminium mid-range with cellulose pulp cone
- 2 x 8cm full range, Wide Sound patented rear system

- 1 x 16cm aluminium woofer with cellulose pulp cone
Dimensions : h x w x d: 77 x 57 x 52cm 

FinisHes /

Matte lacquered wooden cabinet, genuine black leather blotter.
Legs are available in: glossy lacquered black, white, red and grey, 
matt black, lacquered cherry wood (guitar-like), matte walnut, solid 
matte opened walnut and solid oak.
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